
THE LIMPET     ALARM

NO FALSE ALARMS WHEN IN USE

PROTECTS EVERYTHING IT IS FIXED TO
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Unique additional Safeguards Protect the Equipment at all times, also cutting the Loop or the Contact Closure Wire will automatically activate the alarm. No
amount of jumpering or reconnection of the wires will stop the Alarm, unless the supplied Key is used to deactivate or reset the unit.

 CAN BE CUSTOMIZED FOR DIFFERENT ALARM MODES

ONCE ARMED THE SIREN WILL RUN FOR UP TO 30 HOURS
The Alarm’s built in Siren lets out a piercing 117 dB and will run for about 30 hours and can only be stopped using the supplied Key. If connected to an
external Burglar Alarm or Contact Closure Device, this also can only be deactivated using the supplied Key.
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With a guaranteed Battery life* that will outlast most
equipment it is used with

VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO DEFEAT

The Installer has the option to configure the Limpet Alarm to suit different applications:
1. Siren and  Contact Closure Connection
2. Silent with Contact Closure Connection
3. Loop Only

Because the Alarm does not use Motion Sensors, the user is assured that there will be no false Alarms when operating or making adjustments to the
Equipment it is protecting. For Servicing the Equipment, the Limpet can be temporarily deactivated using the supplied key.

Silent Mode but connected to a Burglar System is useful when you don’t want to alert the thief
that the Limpet is activated.

UNIQUE KEY LOCK
To ensure the highest degree of Security, we supply two Special keys that are used to Activate and Deactivate the
Limpet. The keys cannot be duplicated or purchased from a local store.
COST OF OWNERSHIP
Other Units require the battery is replaced frequently. When comparing it with other types of alarm devices, cost of ownership including the Labor
involved could be as much as $60.00 per year. The Limpet’s cost of ownership is almost zero due to its low Battery drain and  long life Battery, which
relates to a cost saving in Batteries and Labor of almost $600.

Simple to Install, the Unit runs on a Built-In Lithium Battery and its Advanced Circuit Design guarantees an extended Life of Operation.
For complete protection a supplied 4 foot Specially Toughened Security Cable is looped around a fixed object (such as the Projector
Pole). The Projector and our Amplifier can also be looped together.  The Unit is normally fixed to the Projector, Plasma Screen or similar
device using the supplied Methylmethacrylate Glue, but you can also attach the device to any fixture using Screws or Bolts which are
hidden from view after installation.

REPLACEMENT BATTERIES & PARTS
In the event the Battery is discharged, replacement Batteries are available from Most Hardware Stores including ACE, True Value etc, under the Brand
Name, Ultalife or 10 Year 9v Battery. Replacement Loop Wire or Keys etc., are freely available from us at reasonable cost.

Dimensions: 3.75” Long x 2” Wide x 1.25” High

Unlike Cheaply made
“Off Shore” Brands,

these Made in the USA Units
 are intended for use where

Reliability, Quality of Manufacture
 and Reduced Cost of Ownership
 are of Paramount Importance

Contact Closure
Or to a

Burgular System

*Its Advanced Circuit Design is Optimized for up to TEN years of use with the same
Battery and is proven to outlast by at least FOUR TIMES all Alkaline Battery

Operated Devices.

4 foot Security Loop
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SIMPLE TO INSTALL - WITH AUTOMATIC SET & FORGET PROTECTION


